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“To teach a man how he may learn to grow independently, and for himself, is
perhaps the greatest service that one man can do another”
-

Benjamin Jowett
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“there is nothing more beautiful in life
than celebrating the talents, dreams,
joys, and accomplishments of another being
to see - and call attention to - the best in someone else...”
― Kate Mullane Robertson
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Registered under Charitable Trust Act
Registration Number - 914/06 on 07.09.2006
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e-mail
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rihasu_2001@rediffmail.com
webpage:
www.harikshatrust.org

Knock at any time to help us
800 C Gokulam Nagar, Vengikkal, Thiruvannamalai,
Tamilnadu, India.
Pin – 606 604
Contact:
P. RAVI, Managing Trustee
Cell :+91 9786259151
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The Greek Philosopher Aristotle cited that “Man is a social animal”
Kasper Hauser, a young German boy, was isolated from all kinds of human contact
when he was a small child. He lived in isolation in the forest of Nuremberg till he
reached the age of seventeen. He was brought out form the forest in 1928 and was
taken to the city of Nuremberg. It was found that he could neither walk nor talk
properly. He simply muttered a few-meaningless phrase.

Like this the human child is born helpless. Without proper care the child cannot
develop themselves. During infancy the child must be provided with nutrition, shelter
and affection. It is society, which extends protection, attention and opportunities
necessary for his survival and growth. When the society denies / ignore the
protection and attention to the children, they are simply undeveloped.
“If we don’t stand up for Children. Then we don’t stand for much”
– Marian Wright Edelman

Our organization tries to protects the children, against all sorts of danger and
difficulties. Apart from fulfilling the basic needs, educational needs, health needs,
protection, nurture, opportunity and equipment's for the children. The organization
satisfies the desires and aspirations of the underprivileged children through the well
wisher, supporter, partner, collaborators and various Government and Non
Government support.
Hariksha People’s Welfare Trust extends its support to the underprivileged children
through the generous support and contribution from various well wishers, Supporter,
Partner, Collaborators, Volunteers and various Government & Non Government
Support.
We expect the spirit and support of all the well wishers which will drives the
organization to provide the sustainable support to the underprivileged children and
to extend the activities to develop many children in need of care and protection.
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Hariksha People’s Welfare Trust
800 C, Gokulam Nagar,
Vengikkal village and post,
Tiruvannamalai – 606 604
Tamilnadu, India.

Branch Office Addresses
Hariksha Learning Centre for Special Need Children
Sevarapoondi X Road,
Avalurpet, 604 201
Villupuram Distirct

Rainbow Life Children Home
Girls Home

Boys Home

RR Nagar,

11/47, Thendral Nagar,

Thendral Nagar,

4th Street,

4th Street,

Vengikkal Village and Post,

Vengikkal Village and Post

Tiruvannanmalai – 606 604

Tiruvannmalai – 606 604
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Motto
Is created for the millions of people & children, who suffer or die in silence,
As long as one child remains hungry sick or in pain,
Whoever and where ever they may be

Objective
“Be Human and Serve Human”
Dedication to Serve human beings with Humanness, Service and Creativity,
for an immediate, Positive and sustainable Development in all without
discrimination and to be an authentic and unbiased human

Core Value
Precision
Allegiance
Credibility
Compassion
Dignity & Equality
Excellence
Inclusion
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1.

La famille Du Coeur, France,

2.

Asha for Education, Irvine,

3.

ABAN CARE - Chennai

4.

Department of Differently Abled Welfare

5.

Dhamaka foundation

6.

Give India

7.

M.R. Pratap Public Charitable Trust - Chennai

8.

France – Comte Regional Government – France

9.

Department of social welfare

10.

Q – Brick Information tech Private limited - Chennai

11.

Shamdasani foundation – Hong Kong

12.

All well-wisher’s
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Government Official Visit and Supporter Visit
“We sing a little song before we eat, a little blessing before we eat, and it’s really
– we’re thanking the Lord and the Earth for the food that we eat, and it really
brings you together in a profound kind of way”
– Phil Lesh
Revenue Divisional Officer Visit - The Revenue Divisional Officer with the
powers of Sub Divisional Magistrate for the entire Revenue. On 23 rd November 2013
the Revenue Divisional Officer made a surprise visit to our Hariksha Learning Centre.
After completion of the construction of our Hariksha Learning Centre he visited all the
rooms and buildings. As soon as the RDO visit to our Learning Centre we submitted
the photographs of the building, the official documents of the land, blue print of the
building. Also he participate the parents meeting and ask the children development and
center day to day activity,
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District Differently Abled Welfare Officer Visit - The Villupuram District
Differently Abled Welfare Officer Madam made the surprise visit to our Learning Centre
on 30th November. She verified the children in our Learning Centre, the number of the
children, the facilities provided to the children, the rehabilitation measures we are under
progress for the children welfare. Then she also verified the number of the teachers, the
documents regarding it, the certificates of the staff team members and she also verified
the rooms of the Learning Centre.

Ms. Anishkadevi, Revenue Divisional Officer, Villupuram visited our Learning Centre on
15th February. This visit is to check the completion of the building work of Hariksha
Learning Centre. She made the visit and verified the completion of the building
construction.
The new District Differently Abled Welfare Officer for Villupuram District Mr. Srinath
made a surprise visit to our Learning Centre on 14th March 2014. During this visit a staff
named Mr. Murugan is accompanied with him.
The officer visited our learning centre to verify and cross check the prospect of our
Learning centre.

He also verified the National Identity Card of the Children, Staff

Attendance Register, Children Attendance Registers.
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On 25th and 26th December one of our the trustee Mrs. Lakshmi Sridhar her husband
Mr. Sridhar from Navimumbai visit in our Rainbow life children home stay with one day
and advice (motivated) to the children, also they pay the T. Shirt from Mumbai and they
provided to all our Children. Mr. Shridhar provided Sweets to our children on the same
day.
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On 17th July Mr. Jayaseelan from Sitaram Jindal Foundation, Bangalore, visited our 12
Hariksha Learning Centre to scrutiny of our application for the funding option.
Ms. Karmele, Therapist from KDM Foundation visited our Learning Centre on 1st July.
She came from Calcutta. She visited and scrutinized our application of training the staff
and the parents with the latest therapy techniques.

Clemence, Lea & Colombe they are the “Little Angles” Team members From France,
Clemence and Lea came to our Hariksha Learning Centre on 2nd July, they created a
website called “Little Angles” and collected donation towards the completion of the
Hariksha Learning Centre Building works. We are thankful to the little angles
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Ms. Claire, Psychomotor Therapist from France stayed with us from July 2 nd, she gone
through the individual information and developments of each and every child of
Hariksha

Learning

Centre,

Avalurpet.

She provided the physiotherapy exercises
to our Hariksha Learning Centre children,
provided

therapy

advice

and

latest

techniques to the staffs and our children
every day. It is very much helpful to our
children.

She completed her volunteer

trip on August 14th and went back to her
home

town.

She

provided

the

educational equipments, teaching materials, toys and games to our Hariksha Learning
Center children usage purpose. Her experience about the trip is recorded in the
following web blog. http://louenindepetitharikshadeviendragrand.blogspot.fr/

The volunteer professional photographer Ms. Amandine Mandy came to visit our
children on 9th September. All the children are enjoyed her presence. She brought the
photograph album, Soft copy for the photograph and video. All the children and staff
enjoyed their photographs. She provided toys, educational materials and games things
to our Learning Center Children.
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Volunteer Speech therapist Ms. Lily from France visited our Learning Centre on 25 th
October. She came with short time task, to assess the Language communication skill of
the children. To explore the possibilities the more we can do to help children with down
syndrome to learn to talk, the faster they will progress in all areas of cognitive and social
development. Children with Down Syndrome usually have an uneven profile of social,
cognitive and language development.
Communication is equally important for Children’s social development as it enables
them to negotiate their social world and control their behavior. For example, as children
acquire communication skill, they can ask for what they want, explain how they feel,
describe what they have been doing and share thoughts and worries with friends, family
members, neighbors.
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The main aim of the volunteer from ODM, France is to make a considerable sharing the
international experts principles that should guide speech and language therapy for
children with Mental Retardation, Down Syndrome children, based on their difficulties to
effective intervention, the four components of Speech and Language skill Communication, Vocabulary, Grammer and Speech Work for each and every child.
The main mission and the idea of the collaboration with Hariksha and ODM is share the
Knowledge, as Knowledge is most powerful tool, this will develop the deserving people
to develop. In this mission we involve the Children, the staff team members and the
parents, because the Parents are the main therapists, every day the children are
communicating with their parents, family members, friends and neighbors. Therefore
the focus of effective therapy must be to share skills with parents because they will be
their child’s best therapist.
The field visit with ODM Speech therapist Ms. Lily at Edathapattu village,
Melmalayanoor Block.

1st November Ms. Lily from ODM – France distributed the stitched uniform to all the
Hariksha Learning Centre children.
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Children attended During the Year 2013 April – 2014 March is : 48
The working days 2013 April – 2014 March is

: 237 Days

The Average Attendance is

: 35 Children

Hariksha Learning Centre for the special need children is aims to have an
Integrated Comprehensive Education Program for the each individual
child’s unique needs. The children are receiving varying level of supports
based on their individual needs.
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All the well wishers support gives us a barrier free environment building equipped
with the rehabilitative instruments as par with the norms of the “Persons with Disabilities
(Equal Opportunities, Protection of Rights and Full Participation) Act, 1996 enacted by
the Government of India on January 1, 1996 (to create barrier free environment for
persons with disabilities and to make special provisions for the integration of persons
with disabilities into the social mainstream).
The goal of barrier free design building and the rehabilitative equipments are to provide
an environment that supports the independent functioning of individuals so that they can
get to, and participate without assistance, in everyday activities.
After completion of the required finishing works Carpentry, Painting, Electrical, Plumbing
and other works, the Learning Centre is shifted to the new Building in June.
We are thanking very much and expressing our heartfelt gratitude to all our supporters
ABAN CARE - Chennai, LFDC and Regional Government of France, Little Angel’s –
France, Dhamaka Foundation – Chennai, Department of Differently Abled Welfare
Office – Villupuram, and all the individual supporters to complete the barrier free
buildings

dedicated

Melmalayanoor Block.

to

the

rehabilitation

of

the

underprivileged

children

of
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On 29 6th October the Learning Center is Recognition renewal by the State Commissioner for
Differently Abled as Special School for Differently Abled (Cerebral Palsy) children for the period of
from 01.03.2012 to 28.05.2015. for Pre-Primary, Primary, Vocational & Therapy Classes.
On same day October the Government declared that – HARIKSHA LEARNING CENTRE FOR
CEREBRALLY PALSIED AND MENTALLY CHALLENGED CHILDREN, is registered under Section 52 of
the Persons with Disabilities (Equal Opportunities, Protection of Rights and Full Participation)
Act,1995 for the period from 01.03.2012 to 28.05.2015 vide Sl. No. 507/2012.
The National Trust, statutory body under the Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment, Government
of India, registered our Hariksha Learning Center to screen, appoint & monitor legal guardian, to
promote activities such as awareness generation, and mainstreaming, to ensure inclusion and
convergence

of

different

Schemes

of

Government,

bearing

the

Registration

No

:

201116351517026/MR/CP/AUTISM/MD.

Imprint of the Learning Centre
The Learning Centre gives slow and remarkable changes in the life of the children with
special needs (mentally retarded / cerebrally palsied).
The child Sarathi is 6 years old boy child, the father Karthik, mother Sangeetha, the
child is coming from Edhapattu Village. The child joined in our Learning centre on 1 st
June 2012. The child Sarathi’s neonatal history shows that he is a blue baby (born with
blue color). They consulted the child with the health nurse in their village. After half an
hour the color in the body became normal. The parents treated the child in JIPMER
Hospital, Pondicherry, Baby Hospital, Chennai. Before admission to our Learning
Centre he enrolled in the baby centre in his village. He is not able to walk, he use to
move by four legs.Our team’s one year effort makes the result and good improvement in
his ADL and education.

Now he is good in communication, he understands our

interaction and responding for it. Our team members fixed the task of 1 st standard
curriculum Tamil, English and Maths. He identifies the Tamil Alphabet letter m to C. he
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can say m to `.he can say the simple words

to

, He can sing and

memorize the first three songs in the text book. He can say the English Alphabets.
He can write and copy the letters

to

, 1-5 and A to J, He is able to fix some selected

peg boards. Our therapy session achieved that he is able to walk with support.
The Child Velmurugan is 5 Years, Boy Child, is born in 9th Month pregnancy in a
normal hospital delivery. The birth is taken in one of the good Government Hospital
JIPMER, Pondicherry. The birth history shows that after the birth the child is not cried
immediately and it continues up to 8 days. On 9th day only he started to cry and cried
continuously for one day, during this the child is not able to drink the mother’s milk.
After this the child is under treatment in the Hospital for 2 months, for 2 weeks the
doctors kept him in incubator. From the age of 2 the child very often got affected with
epileptic convulsion, the parent provided the needed medication as per the doctor’s
advice. The child is bed laid, whenever he feels hungry he use to cry for it. He feels
very difficult to swallow the solid food, so the parents use to feed him with Milk and
Biscuits. He has no head control. The therapy session started to stimulate the hip
control, neck control, early stimulation to achieve the milestones.
The special education session is training to swallow the semi solid food, emotional and
socialization. The parents feel very happy that during the short period they feel the
difference, now the child is started to smile with the family members, responding to the
family members voices.

Achievement & Social Integration
Abishega Priyan got admitted in our Learning Centre for his mobility technical
assistance and therapist assistance. His need is accomplished to the certain extent.
With great joy and happy he entered into the normal school in 7th Standard.
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The girl Kalaiselvi’s mother is doing her coolie works in Chennai, she is not able to take
care of her in the village with the assistance of the relatives.

So she had taken

Kalaiselvi along with her to Chennai.
Previously Ajay Guru stays along with the Grandmother and came to our Learning
Centre. After the long stay in the Chennai Hospital, Ajay Guru came back to the native
village, he is now taking care by the parents. It is not possible to come to our Learning
Centre from the native Village, so he is not able to attend our services.

Sad Demise
Palani’s right eye pupil is discolored, the treatment is taken care by the parents, they
treated locally for this problem and they treated many places to rectify the eye
complaint. The treatment and the parents commitment became in vain, Palani passed
away.

New Admittance
Aiming the rehabilitation, Cheerful living with dignity and with the latest technical
assistance during the Year April 2013 to March 2014 six new children got admission in
our Hariksha Learning Centre. Thirunavukarasu got admitted on 12th August 2013, he
is from Savarapoondi Village. Manigandan, Ganapathipuram entered into our Learning
Centre on 19th August 2013, The boy Gokulakannan enrolled in our Centre on 6 th
November, Karthik & Pavithra from Ganapathipuram joined on 11th November. And
Padmesh from Avalurpet came into the umbrella of Hariksha Learning Centre on 3 rd
February 2104 for his basic learning.

Staff Appointment and Resign
During the year 2013-2014 four new staffs are joined in our team to serve the children.
Ms. Buvaneswari is appointed as a trained Assistant Special Educator on 12 th June
2013, Mrs. Gokila is joined as an Assistant Special Educator on 21 st July 2013. To
replace the old cook Kumari the new cook Alamelu, is appointed from 21 st July 2013.
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To replace the experienced trained teacher Mrs. Chitra, Mr. Shankar is joined as a
trained teacher cum administrative staff for the Learning Centre.

Relinquish the Lease Building
The leased building’s in which the Hariksha Learning Centre is initiated and functioned
for last Five years is handed over to its owner after all the maintenance and repair
works. Apart from the maintenance and repair works the balance amount from the lease
contract is received back from the house owner.

Celebrations
Hariksha Learning Centre common celebrations make the children very happy and
entertained much. Our Hariksha Learning Centre we use to celebrate all the religious
festival with its customs and values.
The birthdays of all the children is celebrated in our Learning Centre full of joy and
happy mood.

All the children are celebrating their birthdays by cutting cake and

distribute it to the other children and staff members. The children are enjoying much to
celebrate their birthdays.

The national celebration 67th Independence Day celebrated in our Learning centre in a
grand manner on 15th August 2013.

The children are honored the flag with their

patriotism. The children are provided with sweets, all the children are enjoyed the
celebration.
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The starting point of the festival celebration is VINAYAGAR CHATHURTHY, we
celebrated the festival on 9th September. We bought the clay molded Ganesh Idol,
decorated with flowers, offered him with fruits and eatables. Then all the children are
pray to the Ganesh, the fruits and eatables are shared to all the children. The children
enjoyed the celebration with great joy.
Following celebration is the nine day celebration Saraswathy / Ayutha – Pooja. In
simple terms it means “Worship of Implements” Apart from religion, caste the people
celebrating this pooja to worship various types of equipment on this occasion. Olden
days the soldiers are worshiped their weapons during this pooja. Now the tools are
revered by artisans.

The pooja is considered a meaningful custom, which focuses

specific attention to one’s profession and its related tools and connotes that a divine
force is working behind it to perform well and for getting proper reward. Children use to
worship with their educational materials.
The Saraswathi Pooja / Ayutha Pooja celebrated in our Learning Centre and in our
Rainbow Life Children Home on 13th October 2013, all the children and staff team
members are worshipped the supreme power. The centre is decorated, and the festival
is celebrated with its custom value and meaning.

All the vehicles, Bi-Cycles are

cleaned and pooja made for all the tools books.
All the staff members are provided with new dresses, Sweets, Fruits to share the
Ayutha Pooja Celebration.
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The advance celebration of the festival of light DIWALI is celebrated one day before to
the festival in our Learning Centre. Because the children want to celebrate it in their
houses, the children are celebrated a safe and entertained colorful crackers celebration.
Usually the fireworks use to give extra fun, more entertainment and enormous
enthusiasm to the children, so we celebrated the festival with safe crackers which gives
more fun to the children.

CHRISTMAS is celebrated by the children on 25th December 2013 with cake, the
children enjoyed the birth of Jesus Christ by decorating the learning centre with colorful
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decorations. They distributed the cake to each other; the celebration is making the
children very happy.
The Welcoming of the NEW YEAR 2014 is celebrated with great joy and great passion.
PONGAL the major festival of Tamilnadu, the harvest festival celebrated at the end of
the harvest season. The festival celebrated from January 13th to 16th, this festival helps
us to thank the nature, animals and peoples for their participation in agriculture food
production.
Hariksha Learning Centre Children celebrated the PONGAL Festival on 13 th January
with traditional values, and again on 15th in our Dairy Farm we celebrated the MAATTU
PONGAL, the cows and the calf are cleaned, decorated with turmeric, sugarcane
garland, vada garland, and other things, the customary celebration made along with the
Rainbow Life Children Home Children.

All the children are enjoyed the PONGAL

Festival Celebration.
Please visit us to the following link to visualize the celebration
Pongal : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jkvc9OILtCI,
The series of the one year festival celebration is completed with the National
Celebration the REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION. The flag hoisted, sweets distributed
to all the children and team members.
programs.

The children are performed small cultural
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The children common opportunity sickness (Fever, Cold, Coughing, Diarrhea,
Convulsion, Minor Injuries) are treating with the MBBS Medical practitioner practicing in
Avalurpet Village, Government Primary Health Centre, Avalurpet.
On 2nd the boy Praveen Kumar found not able to stand, we took him to the private
medical practitioner in Avalurpet. The doctor examined and told that he may get affect
with brain fever which affects his mobility. So he advised immediate attention, so he
referred him to the higher institution JIPMER, Pondicherry for further treatment. We
took him immediately to the JIMPER Hospital, Pondicherry.

The doctors done the

needed medical investigations, also made the scan, the result shows that he has old
injury which requires immediate surgery. On the same day he is operated, after the
surgery he got infection The needed surgical treatment completed and he recovered
well. From 13rd June onwards he is regular to our Learning Centre.
Logeswaran fragile bone got fracture for which Plaster of Parris applied as per the need.
Barathy had a tongue tie problem for which we made a referral to the Ramachandra
Medical College and Hospital, Chennai. There the doctors done the needed medical
investigation and the tongue tie removal surgery completed. After the recovery of the
surgery he is regularly attending our Leaning Centre.

Parents – Staff Consultative Meeting
Every month the first Saturday we are conducting a Parent / Relative – Staff
consultative meetings to have a mutual understanding that what the parent and the
children requires and to make realize the parent that what we are doing in our Learning
Centre for their children.
Because many of the Parent / Relative are expecting a fast changes (miracles) in the
children’s daily life (expecting normal life). We took the responsibilities to explain the
parents with the adequate information, assessment information, teaching techniques,
children’s present status, and plan for the children.
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Usually up to 75% parents / relatives use to attend the consultative meeting. Regularly
we are discussing about a few topics ie., the children regular attendance, vehicle timing,
children personal hygiene, uniform maintenance, the quarter assessment reports, next
quarter target for their children, home based programs, birthday celebration, issue of the
materials (uniform, cheppal, etc.,) medical information, Government Schemes and
notifications,
The parent’s association’s self help group KALKI operation and it’s information.
The children are provided with the nutritional supplement during the day of the meeting,
this will help to discuss the health status of the child individually with the family
members. If that child need any special attention, medication, extra care we both are
aware of the situation.
The opportunity of participation, achievement of their children is shared with the parents
during this discussion.
The financial information of the Learning Centre, the volunteers arrival, the possibilities
of the special service to their children, extension of service or limitation of services are
shared with the parents and decision will be based on it. We also inviting the parents to
take part in the training programs.
During this consultative meeting we request to the parents that affordable parents can
extend their support at any extent by cash or kind.
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The feedback of the parents are welcomed and will be recorded, it will help us to alter
any of our decision, services.

Administrative Meeting with Staff
Every month, first Saturday, after discussion with the Parents / Relatives, we usually
discuss with the staff team to discuss
about the managerial issues, Children
Development, Liaison with Government,
Liaison with Parents, Financial Status,
Maintenance, Routine works, Home Visits,
Suggestion,

Consultative

Decisions,

Issues and Challenges faced by the team
members,

planning

the

next

period,

quarterly plan and quarterly assessment
of the children.
The routine maintenance of the building, teaching equipments, educational materials,
play equipments, Electrical Equipments and furniture and fixtures were discussed
usually.
The reporting and documentation of the children entry information, quarterly
assessment, goal and plan of the next quarter, communication with parent / relatives,
registers updating, etc.,
The health information of the children, parents involvement, evaluation of the children,
achievement of the children, etc.,
Plan, need of the materials, need of infrastructure, permissions, etc.,
Exploring the skills of the children by assessment, discussion with parents, vocational
activities regarding,
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Exploring the possibilities to raise fund from the in and around community and other
possibilities.
Necessary action to fill up the forms, obtain the necessary certificates from the
concerned departments (Fire, Health, Revenue, etc.,) and the Government Office and
Departments Liaison and communication.
Finance Controlling, managing the resources; avoid the wastage and excess expenses.
Vehicle Maintenance,
Training to the Staff with latest information, techniques,
Liaison with allied system (medical, educational, environmental, Government & Non
Government Organization networking) to get their support.
Home based visit and information about it, the conversation details with the family
members.
Daily routine work time table, vehicle arrangement, food arrangement, medical
treatment, Class arrangement, Visual Class (DVD) Television arrangement.

Home Based Visit
Home Based visit plays vital role and it gives a sharing and good relationship between
the family members and staff members. It gives a clear idea that what we are doing in
the Learning Centre. The information sharing and the necessary steps and the parents’
role to develop their children.
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On 6th July the Managing Trustee Mr. P. Ravi, the volunteers from France and the staff
team members visited the homes of Ranjani, Praveenkumar, Deepak, Gokul, Sharmila,
Karthik. The individual attention to their children are discussed with their parents, the
curriculum information shared with their parents.

Vocational Training
The great effort and interest of Mr. John Burnap, LFDC, France brought the productive
initiative of the Dairy Farm for the special need children. All his initiative and our effort
became the starting the Dairy Farm in Hariksha Learning Centre.
The Dairy Farm’s multiple dimensions started its outcome; the dairy farm is helping our
elder boy children coming from the interior rural villages to get the vocational activities
training. Many of the parents are doing agriculture works and related works and every
family they are having cattle’s. Our Training will help them to maintain their cattle and
job opportunity in their village itself.
We received three cow, in this one cow
is with it’s calf. One cow gave birth to a
new calf as soon it arrive to our
Hariksha Learning Centre.
We made permanent cow shed for the
cows, we appointed a staff to take care
of the cows and calves, he is feeding
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the cows and calves, he is watering and providing the additional nutrition, he is cleaning
the cow shed (cow dung), cleaning the cows and calves (washing).
It also helps to fulfill our requirement of milk for our children of Hariksha Learning
Centre. The milk has much nutritional value which helps the children to balance and
supplement the malnutrition; this great support helps the children in all the ways. The
excess milk will be sold in the market. The income will be spent for the cow feed and
the employee who takes care of the cow.
The Children are involved in the seasonable vocational training small umbrella for the
Ganesh idol. Mainly Kalaiselvi involved in this activities, we provided her with all the
necessary materials to make the small umbrella for the Ganesh idol.

School Van maintenance
The school van yearly maintenance and Fitness
Certificate works are completed, the Fitness
certificate completed on 21st June 2013. Periodical
small minor works Van puncture, oil service, king
pin, clutch plate adjustment, grees, suspension
plate change, break shoes, electrical work, work
done to vehicle time to time, we purchases the
new tyres and battery for the vehicle. At the same time we do the building needed
maintenance time to time.
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The Reverse Osmosis Water Purifier, Lightings, Fan, Painting works, Carpenter works,
Electrical and Plumbing works are attended periodically and as per the need.

Local Contribution
The donation platform “Give India” connects 200 Grass root NGO’s working for the poor
in India. Hariksha People’s Welfare Trust is one among the 200 NGO’s. Give India prescreen the NGO’s to ensure that the donations will be used correctly, they assure that
the donation reaches to the credible NGO’s. The platform is managed by a team of
professionals, who are dedicated their careers to make a difference in the society.
The total contribution received through “Give India” from 1st April to 31st March is Rs.
3,45,202/- (Three Lakhs Forty Five Thousands Two Hundreds and Two Rupees) for
various options, causes of the Hariksha Learning Centre, Avalurpet, regarding. All the
Individuals, Corporate, Well-wishers are feed with the utilization of their contribution to
the needy neglected children.
The board of trustee Mrs. Lakshmi Shridhar and Mr. Shridhar effort makes the
contribution raised for the Hariksha Learning Centre, building fund Rs. 1,09,100/- (One
Lakh Nine Thousands Rupees) from her Niece Mrs. Jayasree, from New Jersey, USA.
And also Mr. Amithabha Khanna, former CEO of Mr. Shridhar donated Rs. 20,000/- for
the general expenses of Hariksha Learning Centre.
Through various individuals Mrs. Kotteeswari, Mrs. Rajalakshmi and Mrs. Sumathi
Viswanathan contributed for the general expenses of Hariksha Learning Centre.
To compensate the deficit budget from Asha for Education, Mr. Bhaskar tried his level
best to raise funds. His great support brings the result of Rs. 2,00,000/- (Two Lakh
Rupees) from “Dhamakka” software solution, Chennai, on 29th August 2013, towards
the running budget expenses of the Hariksha Learning Centre, to overcome the
financial crisis.
Mr. Baskar, Brick Information Technologies Private Limited, Chennai, contributed Rs.
30,000/- for the running expenses of Hariksha Learning Centre.
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The routine sponsors supported us with
periodical support midday meal to the
children, Mr.Babu, Sub Inspector of Police,
Mr. subiramani, Mass Hotel Proprietor,
cable TV operator Mr. Raja. Apart from this
many kind hearted people and parents
contributing as a kind, ie., Rice, Sugar,
Provision, stationeries, note book, pencils,
pen, beds, etc., many of the local people
support the children with one time food, biscuits, snacks, etc., Apart from this the parent
are contributing themselves to compensate the vehicle running expenses, learning
centre uniform and other possible expenses.

Support of District Authorities
Through the District Differently Abled Welfare Office, Villupuram the District Collector
provided 5 Pillows and 6 Bed Sheets to the children on 7th January 2014.

Gingee,

Village

Administrative

Officer,

Mr.

Lakshmipathi provided the mid time meals on
26th August as a remembrance of his son. He
also provided the stationery items ie., Note
Books, Pen, Pencils to our children.

The 55 volunteer worker appointed in the Melmalayanoor Block for the welfare of the
special need (differently abled) in their village are provided with the 6 month October to
March honorarium. The honorarium is provided as a cheque to them, the utilization
certificate for the money spent is submitted to the District Differently Abled Welfare
Officer on 6th December 2013.
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“While We try to teach our children all about life, our
children teach us what life is all about”
-

Angela Schwindt

Our children Chandru, Agila and Barani are had a chance to expose their yoga ability in
the Tiruvannamalai District Independence Day celebration taken place in the
Collectorate Auditorium. After the flag hoisting our children had a chance to perform
and demonstrate the Yoga postures in front of District Collector, Various Government
Officers and the students from many school all over the District. Our children felt very
happy and won prizes, they received the prizes from the Collector.
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On 2nd March 2014, Sunday – a District level Karate Tournament is organized in the
campus of Aravindhar Matriculation Higher Secondary School, Thenpallipattu,
Thiruvannamalai. 22 children from our Rainbow Life Children Home are participated in
this tournament.

Our children won the third place in the District, the children are

encouraged by the medals, certificates.
The appreciation medals and certificates are issued by the Member of Legislative
Assembly, Kalasapakkam Constancy, Mr. Agri. Krishnamurti. S.S. The children felt very
happy and they are proud to be in the third place in the District.

Registration
The Government is very intense for implementing the Juvenile Justice Act for the better
rehabilitation of the institutionalized children. In this situation in all the level (State,
District) the officer are forcing to adapt and undertake the Government guidance in the
institution management.

So the District Social Welfare Officer, the District Child

Protection Officer, the Child Welfare Committee are advising to maintain the home as
per the norms.
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We already submitted the documents and following the procedure for Government
Registration from last three years through the District Social Welfare Officer. As the
status is pending, We re-submitted the necessary documents for the Government
Registration through the District Child Protection Office, Tiruvannamalai. The needed
documents are submitted to the Child Protection Officer Mr. Nagaraj.
The Child Protection Officer visited our home and ensures that all the basic facilities are
available as par with Juvenile Justice Act.

The children are happy and good

environment is available for children.
Towards the Registration of our home under Juvenile Justice Act the routine process of
obtaining the Building D License from the District Thasildhar and Revenue Inspector.
The application is submitted to the concern office on 25th February and the work is
progress to obtain the necessary D license from the Revenue officers.
To obtain the Government registration under Juvenile Justice Act 2000 (children in need
of care and protection) we are continuously approaching to various departments. As a
continuous process we applied for the Building License (FORM D) with the Thasildhar
of Tiruvannamalai in February. Towards this application the R.I. visited our children
home two buildings and verified the strength of the buildings, the stability of the
buildings, all the infrastructure and the facilities.

Home
Rainbow Life Children Home is located at Tiruvannamalai, for the children in need of
care and protection. It cares the children who are all in distress and facing with various
challenges. The home gives a big family set up to the children, trying to establish a
homely care.
The home accommodated 38 children (19 girls and 19 Boys), The children are living in
two separate houses, taken care by an educator (house father, house mother), a cook.
The children are cared with warm love by the affectionate Managing Trustee. The
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children are provided with all the basic needs – Food, Cloth, Health, Education, Clean,
Tidy, Spacious and Hygene houses as equivalence to the Government norms.
All the children are attending schools and colleges according to their interest and ability.
The children are enjoying the extracurricular activities practice by the professional
trainer, ie., Karate, Yoga, Sports, indoor games, outdoor games, etc.,
Apart from this the children are enjoying the entertainment equipments – Television,
Audio Player, Computer, Periodical outing, etc.,
The children are provided with opportunity to take participate in the competitions taking
place outside of the town, to prove their skill and abilities.
The children are enjoying the secular celebration of all the festivals. All type of festivals,
all religious festival and the national festivals are celebrated in Rainbow Life Children
Home for the joyous moments of the children.
The children are provided with safe and purified drinking water, washing machines,
water heaters for bathing, solar power supply system, school van, etc.,
The children health is taken care by the professional specific medical practitioners. The
children regular and routine health is monitored by the physicians periodically.

New Admission
This year two new children joined in the Rainbow Life Children Home family. Asha got
admitted on 20th June 2013 and Vishnu got admitted on 19th July 2013.

Restoration
This year seven children reintegrated to their family various issues, (Vijayalakshmi,
Arulpandiyan, Amersh, Rogul, Nivas, Agila and Barani).
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Best Performer
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We encourage the children by awarding them every month towards their good attitude,
education, personal cleanliness, helping attitude others, helping small house hold
activities and other extracurricular activities – based. During the year among the boys
Ramesh got many time good performers and among the girls Loordhupriya got awarded
many times during the year for their best performance.

Education
The Nursing Student Parameswari is attending her 3 year of studies at Al Ameen
Nursing college, Somasipadi.
The professional training for the
nurses is provided to Parameswari
in

various

communities.
she

attended

institutions

and

The first training
is

the

clinical

experience training course in the
Maternity

Ward,

Government

Hospital, Tiruvannamalai.
The 2nd training she attended is
the professional clinical nursing
training in Sri Karpaga Vinayagar Medical College at chengalpattu (near Chennai).
Parameswari is saving her honorarium amount in a Post Office Recurring Deposit
scheme. So far she has Rs. 15,000/- In her Post Office account.
Children are studying different schools, this year the children studying in 1-5th standard
children are attending Adiannamalai Government Panchayath Union Primary School.
The children studying from 6th stand to 10th standard are attending Sri Srinivasa Higher
School, Adiannamalai. The boys and Girls studying in higher secondary education are
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attending VDS Higher Secondary School, one of the boy is doing his Diploma course at
Rajalakshmi Polytechinic, Somasipadi,
The school final public examination results of 10th standard published June 2013. Five
of our children appeared in the examinations four of them are passed Chandru 396/500,
Ramesh 356/500, Gopalakrishnan 319/500, Thiagarajan 226/500 (three of them are
attained 1st class).
Ramesh & Chandru are admitted in VDS Higher Secondary School, Thiruvannamalai, in
1st Group (apart from Language subjects - Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry and Botony
as a major subjects).
Gopalakrishnan got admitted in in VDS Higher Secondary School, Thiruvannamalai, in
Computer Science Group (apart from Language subjects - Mathematics, Physics,
Chemistry and Computer are the major subjects).
The boy Thiagarajan admitted in the job oriented 3 years Diploma course – Diploma in
Automobile Engineering, in Rajalakshmi Polytechnic College, Somasipadi. This college
is located 7 kilometer away from Thiruvannamalai towards Chennai Road.

He is

travelling to the college by the college bus.
The children are provided with the needed stationeries, the note books, New Lunch
Box, Pen, Scale, Pencils, Rubber, Brown sheet, Color Pencils, Ink Bottles. The children
studying in the Government School are received the Text Book, Bag and Footwear from
the schools.

Apart from this we provided them the school Uniforms, Bed sheets

(Pullover), Pillow Covers, Inner Garments for the Boys and Girls.
The Children regularly attending their school, our staff is visiting the children in the
school, meeting the teachers and principals to know about the educational, the attitude,
the behaviors’ in the school and the personal information about the children.
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Three boys studying in the Higher Secondary Classes in VDS Higher Secondary
School, Tiruvannamalai, are provided with Government free Bicycles on 11 th October.

We applied for the Government Scholarship from the school through the education
department, for which they directed us to open a bank account in the name of the
children to pay the scholarship amount to their bank account directly.

Celebrations
The secular celebration of all the major festivals, the birthdays of the all the children and
the National Festivals are celebrated with full of joy, traditional value and with the
customary articles and food menu.
It is the happiest moments of the children while they celebrate their birthdays with
cakes, new dresses and Chocolate distribution to their school friends. Every child in
Rainbow Life Children Home is provided with New Dresses, Cake cutting in the home
and Chocolate Distribution to their school friends. Every child’s birthday become a
family celebration and a great get together to have fun and joy.
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We are celebrating all the festivals in our Children home to provide a family feeling, to
give all the cultures celebration and practices. We celebrated the National Celebration
the Independence Day Celebration, the Ganesh Chathurthy, the universe celebration
New Year, the fourdays series harvest festival PONGAL and the national celebration
Repbulic Day in our children Home – as per the common usual way of celebration.
The resepect and honor of the tools and the workers the Saraswathi Pooja and Vijaya
Dhasami is the celebrated in the Rainbow Life Children Home.

The children are

cleaned the house and equipments they are using, the arranged their books and
educational materials for making pooja. A grand pooja is made, the children and staff
are worshipped the allmighty, the children are provided with the sweets and food
materials. Each staff are provided with new dresses, sweets, fruits.
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The festival of the lights DIWALI is celebrated with full of joy, enjoyment. The children
are provided with new dresses.

Variety of snacks and sweets are prepared and

provided to the children. Special food menu prepared and provided to the children. The
children are enjoyed the firing crackers.

The children are provided with colorful

crackers, sound crackers. The festival is full of fun, enjoyment and happiness. Please
visit the celebration videos in following you tube link.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xz_d532lvxg&feature=c4-overview&list=UU9ZWKrHSmse0RGW-8NcYXAQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MZIrgr9vOgQ&feature=c4-overview&list=UU9ZWKrHSmse0RGW-8NcYXAQ
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The world famous Tiruvannamalai Deepam festival is celebrated by our children in our
home, lighting up the mud lamps all over the houses in rows. Our home is filled with
lights.
The annual commemoration of the birth of Jesus Christ “CHRISTMAS” is celebrated by
our Children on 25th December 2013.

The celebration starts with the Christmas

Decorations, Christmas Trees, Lighting, Stars, Bells, Candles, Candies, Describing the
birth of Jesus Christ. Traditional Cuisine Christmas Fruit Cakes, Special Food and
special deserts are provided to the children. The exchanging of gifts is one of the core
aspects of the Christmas Celebration.
The children of Rainbow Life Children Home celebrated the Christmas Celebration with
full of Joy, Happy, Excitement and Great mood.

The children are shared with gift

articles. The children are ask to write down their wishes of the gifts, The children are
expressed their wishes towards the gift articles. The Management provided the surprise
to the children that maximum articles are provided to them as a Christmas Gift.
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Apart from this the children are excited to receive the gifts from John Burnap, France.
They all enjoyed the Gifts, Gift Box, Biscuits, Chocolates, Stickers, Christmas Tree,
Toys and a separate gift for Parameswari. All the children expressed the heart filled
thanks to Mr. John, Mrs. John and all the members of LFDC, France.

On Christmas the children are provided with special food, Cakes, Chocolates, Sweets.
The children are enjoyed much this day. All the children are enjoyed the day with full of
delight, pleasure, and joyfulness and very happy.
Apart from this a team came on 24th December evening, had moral stories about Jesus
and had discussion with the children. The children are provided with moral values and
guidance. All felt very happy, they distributed Sweets and shared their wishes.

Extra Abilities
The Rainbow Life Children Home provided the oppurtunity to practice the self defense
martial art Karate weekly two session by the specialized master.
The children are also provided with the oppurtunity to learn the art of peace and
concentration the YOGA by the expert yoga coach.
Through the both art the children are provided with ample of possibilities to learn the
self defense, concentrate themselves, practice the various postures of the Art. The
outstanding practitioner are provided with the oppurtunity of participate in the various
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School Level, District Level, State Level Competitions and won many prizes.

The

detailed information about the participation in the events are given below.
Sneha, Barani, Rajeswari, Banupriya, Agila, Loordhupriya, Nivash, Prabakaran,
Prasanth, Sudhagar and Venkatesh are participated the Tamilnadu Judo Association
23rd State Sub-Junior Judo Championship Tournament. The tournament took place on
20th & 21st July.

In this tournament Rajeswari won Second Position – awarded with Silver Medal,
Loordhupriya won Third Position – awarded with Bronze Medal and Sneha won Third
Position – awarded with Bronze Medal. This news is published in the leading Tamil
News Paper.
Our Children also took part in the Karate competition in Salem, in this competition
Ramachandran and Arul Kumar won prizes.
Iswariya, Barani and Prasanth are participated the speech competition conducted by the
school. The children participated and won prizes.
Our Children Rajeswari, Agila, Loordhupriya, Barani, Sneha, Ramachandran, Prasanth,
Arul Kumar, Surya and Sudhagar are participated the South Zone Shito Ryu Karate
Competition taken place in Hosur by Japan Shito Ryu on 16th August 2013. In this
competition Surya won the 1st Prize, Gold Medal, the second prize is won by Agila &
Ramachandiran.
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Please visit the video clips in the following you tube link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uRY309-3m0U&feature=c4-overview&list=UU9ZWKrHSmse0RGW-8NcYXAQ

Ramachandran and Arulkumar participated the Taekwondo conducted by SGFI (School
Games) in Salem, they are awarded with certificates. The Boxing State meet for the
school boys competition took place in Thiruvallur, Chennai, in this competition our
children Ramachandiran and Arulkumar took participated on 31st August and they are
awarded with certificates.
On 30th November and 1st December our children participated in the Tamilnadu State
Level Sub Junior Wrestling competition held in Thoothukudi. In this competition our
children Loordhupriya won the Gold Medal and T. Iswariya won the Bronze Medal.

A few moment of the wrestling competition are uploaded in the following YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFH874H8t-8
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Loordhupriya selected to take part in the National Level wrestling competition. She is
encouraged and presented with gifts (watch and teddy bear).
On

28th

December

the

children

Arul

Kumar,

Ramachandran, Venkatesan are participated the Karate
Competition conducted by Japan Shito RYU foundation.
In this competition Arul Kumar won the 1st Prize and
Ramachandran and vekatesan get third price.
Three of our children R. Chandru - 9th Standard,
R. Sneha – 6th Standard and R. Jaya – 6th
Standard are participated the International Yoga
Competition
January

held

2014.

in

Pondicherry

Watch

short

on

30th
video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-ImLGl0ick
Rainbow children are participated in the Yoga
Competition in Cuddalore on 16th February. In
this competition our children won prizes, Sneha
won 3rd Prize in Sub Junior Level, Chandru won
2nd Price in the Junior Level competitions. In this
competition more than 250 children participated
all over from Tamilnadu).
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The prize winning information is published in one of the leading Tamil daily news paper Dinakaran.
Watch the match in the following on you tube link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vYuZDNdpkyA,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8G24kIj8JWQ,

Health & Healing Information
Periodical Health check up with the support of local NGO’s mobile clinic is regular. The
mobile clinic consist of Physician, Lab, Nursing Staff and with the Pharmacy – screen
the children for their regular health, treating the seasonable opportunity sickness,
providing health medical support (with nutrient medication – ie., iron, multivitamin, etc.,).
All the children are screened regularly and their health is monitored by the team. We
also screen the children for the dental problems, eye problems and skin problems
periodically.
Apart from this the children sickness, injuries and the specific health problems are
treated with the specialized doctors.
Sasikala got affected with fever for which she is hospitalized in the Rangammal
Hospital, Athiyandhal from 3rd May to 12th May 2013, after the treatment she is
recovered from the sickness and become normal.
Banupriya had an injury while she took part in the Judo Competition, we took her to
the Appollo Hospitals immediate first aid treatment, the doctors diagnosed that she had
a fracture in the right hand. On 27th July took her to the local Orthopedician Dr. Nagaraj,
the regular follow up treatment and investigation done, the fracture united well and she
is recovered well.
The Child M. Asha had fever and found her heart beat is fast for which we consulted her
with the Cardiologist Dr. Gokulanathan, MD, DM Cardiology, the needed medicines are
provided to her on 1st December. She got health complaints very often; we consulted
her with the physician. The doctor suggested for the blood tests and it all are done.
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The blood test results shows that her Hemoglobin level is low for which the doctor
provided with syrup. Now she is regularly taking the syrup every day.
Prabagaran got injured while playing in the school. He has thrown the lunch box to other
children which hit the tube light in the class room, this cause an injury. We consulted
him in the hospital for the injury one suture made and needed medication provided to
him. After the treatment the wound healed well and cured.

Mobile Library
An NGO, running mobile book lending library. Every month this organization brought
the mobile Library to our children home, the children are found the suitable books from
this library and started to read the books. This helps the children to develop the general
knowledge and more informative. During the book delivery two volunteers from
Switzerland (Mirjam and beryl) visit our home they made comment on rainbow children
home.

Vocational Training
The children vocational training in Rainbow Life Children Home is to fulfill their needs,
the tailoring training are to repair their tear clothes to repair the hooks, buttons, etc., The
drawing and art and craft teaches the children to came out of their mental stress. It will
help the children to express their feeling, their mind voice.
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Recreation and Outing
We give equal important to the children recreation activities and the entertainment
activities. The children are provided with the oppurtunity to acess all the indoor games,
outdoor games, television shows, book reading habit, computer with internet access,
swimming classess, and small outings and picinic.
On 6th July – French Volunteers Claire, Lee, Karemeele, Clemence along with children
went to the swimming pool. The children enjoyed much the trip. The children exited and
played with great joy and happy. The swimming pool gives good entertainments to the
children, the children are very much happy. The children are taken to the good hotel in
Thiruvannamalai,
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Children are taken to the Gingee Fort as a picnic, the children enjoyed the trekking, they
amused the Fort structure and enjoyed the trip. The children had their meals in the
picnic spot, they enjoyed the beautiful architectural buildings and amused the rocks
found in the small mountain of Gingee Fort.
Ms. Clare from France entertained the children from
July month.

She has taken our children to the

cinema theatre to watch a Tamil Movie.

All the

children enjoyed the Tamil movie; we provided
snacks, fruits to our children. She provides the gift
to all our children.
The children are visited the beautiful green park in Tiruvannamalai on 15 th September.
The children enjoyed the games, the nature, the plants and the good environment. The
children are really entertained through this outing.
On 22nd September the children are taken to the nearby Sathanur Dam, the children are
enjoyed the children’s park, crocodile park, the very big constructions of the Dam. At the
same time we will visit the banubriya, prabpakaran grand mother house, the children
are getting groundnut, thunder coconut, and enjoys the local their own village
environmental feeling.
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The children’s interest playing with the water and water game is fulfilled on 25 th of
September, all the children are taken to the nearby Swimming Pool, the excitement
water play and games is enjoyed by the children.

Contributions from Kind Heart
Give India is an online donation site that allows donors to donate online to more than
200 + genuine Indian NGOs. All the organizations have been pre-screened by Give
India, to provide the confident to the donors that they can trust that the NGO’S will use
the donations for the correct options. From end of March the online option is enabled for
Rainbow Life Children Home to support it to a certain activities. From April to March
2014 the contribution we received towards the Rainbow Life Children Home is Rs.
2,94,508/- (Two Lakh Ninety Four Thousands Five Hundreds and Eight).
Many of the Neighbors, Friends, Well-wishers, Government Officials, Students are
support our service to the children by contributing cash, kind – materials, food, dresses,
technical guidance and many types.
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The eatables (Biscuits, Fruits, Snacks, Sweets, Cakes) we received from the Parents
will be shared and distributed to all the children as per the requirement.
Mr. Arumugam, B.A., BL., Lawyer is providing the
special mid time meals for our Rainbow Life
Children Home, One time for every month.
The parent are also encouraged to contribute their
abilities

(eatables,

dresses for

their

children,

agriculture products, etc.,)
Mr.Karunamoorthy, Government Forest Ranger, Tiruvanamalai provided the breakfast
for our children on 30th May 2013.

The French volunteers Claire, Karmele, Lea and Clemence are provided special
Chocolates and little Angel hand bands to the rainbow children, the children all are felt
very happy.
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Mr. Sitrarasu, the retired Government School Headmaster provided the Diwali Dresses
to all the children in Rainbow Life Children Home.

To celebrate the PONGAL Festival with new dresses for our Rainbow Children we
approached the Rotary Club of MOON CITY - Tiruvannamalai. The president and the
members are accepted our request and provided our children with new dresses to
celebrate the PONGAL Festival.

The Rotary Club President, Tiruvannamalai holds
a position in the POWN PROKER Money Lender’s
Association

Tiruvannamalai,

in

their

annual

meeting they also provided Five bags of food rice.
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Apart from this many other kind hearted contribution are supported our Rainbow Life
Children Home with many other support. We are thanking to each and every individual
supporter for their great support.

Maintenance Information
The routine household maintenance and periodical maintenance are regularly done on
time and monitored well.

The Drainage pipes, Waste Water outlet, building minor

cracks are made ready time to time.
The routine maintenance of the equipments Washing Machines, Reverse Osmosis –
Water Purifiers, Inverter and Power Back Up Batteries, Water Heater, Kitchen
Equipments (Refrigerator & Deep Frozer, Mixer Grainder, Wet Grainder, Gas Stove)
Bulbs and Fans are scheduled and whenever necessary.
The Vehicle which is used to transport the children for the school, hospital, purchase
etca., is maintained periodically. The regular oil service, water wash, electrical work,
and mechanical work are routine.
The attention of the immediate repair works towards the tyre puncture, battery
replacement, electrical equipment changing, wheel alignment, the suspenision plate
work are attended time to time.
As per the Government norms and rules the tinton (colored) glass is changed to the
transperant glass.
In the same way the two wheeler maintenance is regular and maintained.

Parents / Relative Visit
Visit of the parent and Relatives of the children is monitored by the staff members. The
usual visit to their children is encouraged every month last Sunday. Apart from this the
parents and relatives are allowed during other days on request because some of the
parents and relatives are working far away and whenever they come to their home town
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they use to visit the children. The family issues (functions in the family, health problem
of the family members, death of the relatives and for other family issues) we allow the
family members and relatives to take their children to their home town. Towards this a
leave record is maintained in our Rainbow Life Children Home.

Building Lease Agreement Renewal
The Lease period for the buildings or Rainbow Life Children Home are completing by
December 2013. After many sitting of negotiation with the building owners the building
rent hike is managed to a certain limit. The lease agreement is made for the period of
three years from January 2014 to December 2016.

Staff Sustainability
To find the staff who are with love, care, affection and many other qualities are
necessary to take care of the children. Because the children in Rainbow Life Children
Life are from various family issues and problems, the children need to be cared, loved
and everything need to be tolerated more then a family.
Many staff are appointed and they felt very difficult to cope up the situation, and leave
the job in a couple of months. It is difficult to sustain and stop the job rotation of the
staff team members.

We are searching for an appropriate, dedicated staff team

members to work and serve to our Rainbow life children home children through various
sources. At present our team is working with the Female Educator, Male Educator,
Cook, Driver, Part time Accountant, Part time Yoga and Karate instructors and
Parameswari is working as a Part time Health Worker (Nurse).
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Board meeting details
The board of Trustees met on 15.09.2013, 24.11.13, 23.02.14
All the five members were present for all the meetings,
Rs. 1,17,000.00 paid to Mrs. Sujatha, trustee as honorarium for workings as
Special educator in the school run by the trust, there is no remuneration
and reimbursement paid for the other board members.
No remuneration is paid for the Head of the organization
Total cost of international travel for the board members, staff and volunteers: NIL
Total cost of the nation travel for the board members, staff and volunteers: NIL
Statement of the accounts have been prepared on Cash Basis
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Salary paid per month of the staff slab of salary
Slab of gross

Male Staff

Female staff

Total staff

Less than 5000

7

7

14

5000 – 10000

6

4

10

1

1

10000 – 15000

Extend Your Support


















Support for one year expenses for a child
Support for one year food expenses for a child or project
Support the expense of the educational equipments
Provide us salaries of the staff team members
Provided the festival dress to the children (Diwali, Pongal, Christmas)
You can provide us the food for one year / one month / one day to our
children
Make us to learn more ability – vocational / karate / yoga / sports
By supporting we make us clean and tidy (Hygienic things, sandal, shop,
brush, ect...)
The uniform you provide will make us dignified
Provided the educational materials to the children (note, bag, pen and
pencil ect..)
Provided the college fee / school fees – you support will gives us the
knowledge
The amount you spent will entertain children ( television subscription)
The amount you provided for the children short and long outing ( ooty, them
park)
The support gives us good general health (Medical camps)
Support our children group play (outdoor play materials)
Support our children big vehicle to go to school purposes
Support our project to buy the land for the rainbow home construction
purposes
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Thanking you
Yours sincerely,
P.Ravi
Managing Trustee

www.harikshatrust.org

https://www.facebook.com/hariksha.ravi

https://www.youtube.com/user/HarikshaTrust/featur
ed

https://twitter.com/HARIKSHA?utm
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